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Member spotlight: MELANIE RYTERSKI 
Melanie (Dumstorff) Ryterski '89 is a music teacher for kindergarten through second 
grade students in Waterloo, Ill. She began her music teaching career after she 
graduated and has been with Waterloo schools since 1997. Ryterski is a longtime 
Alumni Association member and supporter of EIU. 
Why is being an Alumni Association member 
important to you? 
It's important for me to be a member of the Alumni Association 
because I don't get to visit the campus as qflen as Id like to, 
and I want to stay in.formed about what is happening al EIU. 1 
also look.forward to reading the alumni magazines. 
What are your favorite things about EIU? 
�y }Ctuorite thing is the close and lifelongji-iendships I made 
during my time there. I have visited many college campuses 
around the slate. and Eastern stands out .for itsji'iendliness, 
welcoming atmosphere and beautiful campus. I.felt like EIU 





How has your education set you up for career success? 
My education at Eastern prepared me well.for my teaching career. 
My instructors got to know each qf their students personally. We 
were not just JD numbers on a spreadsheet. Whenever I needed 
help. they were more than willing to do so. Tbat level o.f personal 
mentorship is difficult to find these days. If I had to do it all again, 
n�v choice would still be EIU! 
How did you manage teaching during the stay at home 
order? 
When the stay at home order went into effect, I had to sh(fl my 
teaching.focusji'om main(y pe1forming to students creating music 
independent(y. I posted assignments via e-mail and You Tube 
tutorials at the beginning of the week. and students share their 
creations with me using their ClassDojo portfolios. Fortunate()'. 
many of my tech-savvy colleagues have !wiped me make this shift.' 
Board spotlight: STEVEN CLARK 
Steven Clark '14, a former EIU track and field team member, owns a State Farm agency located 
in the Portage Park neighborhood in Chicago, Illinois. He has been on the Alumni Association 
Board of Directors for two years. 
Q: What made you want to be a 
part of the Board of Directors? 
Eastern Illinois University helped mold me into the man that I 
am today. Therefore. it was imperative for me to get inuolved as 
an alumnus and help other young men and women similar to 
myself Being a member of the Board of Directors afforded me 
this opportunity, and I am than�fu I to be able to give back. 
What are some of your favorite memories while 
attending Eastern? 
�Y favorite memory at EIU was competing at the Drake 
Relays and breaking our school record in the 4xl 00 with my 
teammates. This event was monumentcilfor me because being 
a student-athlete presented many challenges. Howeve1; qfler 
Q: 
A: 
breaking a school record, !jell all of the sacrifices were worth ii. 
Another memo1y that I will never jorget is my graduation day 
Hearing my J1ame called and being awarded my degree in front of 
my entire fami(J' will remain one qf the highlights of my academic 
joumey. 
How did your time at Eastern play a part in your 
career today? 
I would not be the insurance agent I am today without the world­
c/ass education that I received at Eastern Illinois Universit)'. I 
majored in public health and, to graduate. students ll'ere required 
to complete a health-related internship with a company of their 
choice. I was fortunate to intem at Blue Cross Blue Shield through 
an agency located in Charleston. The skills I developedji-om this 
internship were pivotal to my career trajectory. 
J() i J l 7 ( Jdcz V / You can learn more about what we offer and join today by going to eiu.edu/alumni/membership.php 
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EIU recognized as a top 12 online college in America 
Eastern Illinois University was ranked in the Top 12 onJine 
institutions in the US by Intelligent.com, as they also included 
several of EIU's highly-ranked individual online programs. 
EIU online programs earning acclaim include its history degree 
program, its master's in history degree, MBA degree, RN to BSN 
degree, gerontology degree, and master's in public policy degree 
programs. 
Intelligent.com is a student-focused publication that provides 
EIU names Reeder 
vice president for 
business affairs 
Eastern Illinois University has announced Sean Reeder as the 
university's next vice president for business affairs. 
"Sean's comprehensive experience in asset management, capital 
development and financial oversight in private industry and higher 
education will be of great benefit to Eastern Il l inois University as 
we continue to plan for our brightest future," said EIU President Dr. 
David Glassman. 
Reeder said his interest in EIU grew even more during the 
selection process, when he learned how EIU's "All In" commitment, 
investment and passion was so strongly reinforced by EIU alumni, 
faculty, staff, students and leadership. 
EIU's business affairs division is responsible for the everyday 
operations of the university's business office, including preparation 
and internal control of annual state appropriations. The division 
Sean Reeder 
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also provides administrative 
oversight to several areas across 
EIU, including environmental 
health and safety, facilities p1anning 
and management, human resources, 
institutional planning and research 
and more. 
Reeder had previously been with 
the University of Illinois since 
2009, serving in several sequential 
roles-from leading capital 
programs to his last role as assistant 
vice president for capital programs 
& utility services. 
unbiased research to help prospective students make informed 
decisions about their higher education programs and pursuits. The 
comprehensive research guide is based on an assessment of 1,604 
accredited colleges and universities. Programs are evaluated based 
on curriculum quality, graduation rate, reputation and post-graduate 
employment. 
The 2020 rankings are calculated through a unique scoring system 
which includes student engagement, potential return on investment 
and leading third-party evaluations. 
Class of 2020 
Distinguished Seniors 
The most distinguished seniors at EIU are individuals who have 
enriched the university community with their active involvement 
in all facets of campus life. The Distinguished Senior Awards 
recognize those who have demonstrated outstanding character and 
leadership through academic achievement, campus and community 
involvement, and/or extra-curricular honors or awards. The EIU 
Alumni Association selects the recipients, with the awards being 
funded through membership clues. 
In alphabetical order, this year's recipients include Halee Barker, 
special education major from Chicago Ridge; Brooke Bayles, special 
education major from Flora; Katy Bridges, biochemistty major 
from Wapella; Siera Carpenter, English major from Hanover Park; 
Claire Conrady, communication disorders and sciences major from 
Lincoln; Dakota Crowder, early childhood education major from 
Charleston; Lindy Dokken, psychology major from Rockford; Leslie 
Drueke, fashion merchandising and design major from Highland; 
Chanda Dula!, computer science and mathematics major from 
Kathmandu, Nepal; Megan Evans, psychology and communication 
studies double major from Litchfield; David Frye, environmental 
and physical geography major from Tuscola; Alexa Gallione, special 
education major from Naperville; Gloria Gonzales, environmental 
biology major from Greenfield, Ind. ;  Carson Gordon, political 
science major from Mattoon; Benjamin Hahn, biological sciences 
major from Germantown Hills; Maya Hunter, political science major 
from Charleston; Sophia Keith, psychology major from Du Quoin; 
Logan Klepzig, political science major from Charleston; Sienna Mark, 
health administration and management double major from Salmon, 
Idaho; Haley Mitchell, psychology major from Woodland Hills, 
Calif. ; Haley Pierce, special education major from Lockport; Natalia 
Rivera, special education major from Arlington Heights; Imani Ryan, 
family and consumer sciences major from Lansing; Amber Salutric, 
communication disorders and sciences and foreign languages double 
major from Lockport; and Victoria Wilson, kinesiology and sports 
studies major with teacher education from Toledo. 
EIU spring, summer enrollment increases again 
After reporting a seven percent increase in spring-to-spring 
enrollment a year ago, EIU's spring enrollment once again jumped 
approximately two percent in 2020. Supporting EIU's overall growth 
was the university's graduate school enrollment, which increased 
just under 10 percent in the same time frame. 
This marks the third consecutive year of spring increases for EIU, 
following a familiar pattern in the university's overall enrollment 
growth trajectory. From 2017 to 2019, EIU's fall enrollment increased 
by 11 percent overall .  Even with only online classes for the summer, 
the university also reported a slight increase from the previous year. 
In addition to graduate program enrollments, other areas of increase 
in EIU's general enrollment this spring include freshman and· · 
transfer students. Growth in these areas marks a significant and 
stable trend. Since 2016, EIU's Vitalization Project, and a targeted 
reinvestment in the university's marketing initiatives, have helped 
the state's top independent public regional university strategically 
and incrementally expand its freshman and graduate enrollments. 
EIU's Vitalization Project is a multiple-year plan created to directly 
confront and counteract a combination of the higher education 
chal lenges in Illinois. Now in its fifth year, the project continues to 
produce positive outcomes for the university and its increasingly 
diverse student body. 
'·Our spring increase is an impressive step in showcasing Eastern's 
adaptability and responsiveness in today's higher education arena," 
said EIU President David Glassman. "This growth, combined with 
EIU's above-average national retention and graduation rates for 
universities in its class, are categorical indicators of our enduring 
success and preparation for future growth . "  
Josh Norman '08, EIU's associate vice president for enrollment 
management, agrees. He also emphasizes the importance of the 
increased academic profile of new incoming freshmen this spring, 
as well as increased student success metrics for those continuing 
from the fall cohort, which revealed a 12.5 percent increase over 
the previous year. Norman indicated EIU's fall-to-spring freshman 
retention level is at a three-year high, and has steadily increased 
since 201 7 .  
Norman also noted the trend o f  increasing four-year transfers a t  
EIU-up 2 4  percent from last year-with 4 9  percent o f  students 
in this category enrolling at EIU after attending an out-of-state 
institution. 
"Another semester of increased enrollments at EID-especially in 
the spring-is a candid assessment of our ability to meet students' 
needs where they are and with the academic programming they 
need," Norman said. 
"Our spring increase is an impressive step 
in showcasing Eastern's adaptability and 
responsiveness in today's higher education 
arena. This growth , combined with EIU's above­
average national retention and graduation rates for 
u niversities i n  its class , are categorical indicators of our 
enduring success and preparation for future growth." 
David Glassman 
President 
EIU expands student 
resident safety with 
single rooms 
EIU announced in May that it will 
provide its incoming and returning 
students single-occupancy 
room residency throughout the 
duration of the 2020-21 academic 
year amidst concerns around 
COVID- 1 9  
There will b e  n o  additional cost 
to the students, and the university 
is hoping to accommodate each 
student's choice of building. 
Themed floors and programs 
such as the Freshman Connection 
in Lawson Hall ,  honors floors 
in Thomas Hall  and Roosevelt 
Leadership Institute in Pemberton 
Hall will continue as planned. 
Funds released for new 
science building 
The State of I l l inois in January released more than $ 1 1 .8 million 
in planning funds to facilitate the development of the university's 
long-awaited new science building. 
"I want to publicly thank Governor Pritzker's office, the Rebuild 
I llinois initiative and the Illinois legislature for their vigorous 
commitment to higher education, and for actionably supporting 
Eastern Illinois University's mission by releasing funds for this 
critical project," President David Glassman said. "We're excited 
to begin bringing our vision to fruition, and to seeing the 
extraordinary impact this new facility will have on our students, 
faculty and community." 
Ill inois' Capital Program Bill was approved in June 2019, and 
is intended to provide essential support for construction and 
renovation projects across the state. The approved bill is structured 
to provide $45 billion to state entities over the next six years, 
earning high praise from the Illinois Chamber of Commerce 
for improving Illinois' economic future and for the substantial 
bipartisan support that helped the bill become law. 
For Eastern, the approved bill will eventually provide a total of $ 1 19 
million for  its new science building. 
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Flaherty named VP of 
Student Mf airs 
Anne Flaherty was named the 
university's next vice president for 
student affairs, replacing Lynette 
Drake '84, '85, who is retiring after 
being with the university for 33 years. 
Flaherty comes to EIU from 
Washington University in St. 
Louis, where she served as senior 
consultant for the Division of Student 
Affairs. She also has held student 
affairs positions at Butler University and Indiana University School 
of Medicine. 
'·Eastern Illinois University has a long, storied tradition of creating 
wonderful relationships with students, and I am looking very 
forward to being a part of the EIU community and contributing to 
EIU's rich culture," Flaherty said. 
Flaherty said she is a lso an advocate for holistic health and student 
well-being, as well as creating inclusive communities where all 
students feel respected and safe. 
'This is my commitment to students and their families and will 
be my highest priority, especially important in these difficult and 
uncertain times," she said. 
EIU history DVDs 
still available 
EIU This is \.Vho 
We A re DVDs are 




the EIU Alumni 
Association, 
featured 25 different 
storytel lers who 
relived their experiences with the university. Storytellers included 
former president Lou Hencken '66, '67 on the history of Old Main 
and former governor Jim Edgar '68 on being the only Illinois public 
university graduate to become governor. 
One DVD is $75, while two or more are $60 each. The DVDs are 
available online at www.weiu. net or by calling 2 17-581 -9348. 
Two new deans 
selected 
Two col leges on campus will have new 
cleans. Dr. Barbara Bonnekessen wil l  serve 
as the next clean of the university's College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences while Dr. Laretta 
Henderson was named the next clean of the 
university's College of Education. 
Since 20 1 4, Bonnekessen has been with 
Pittsburg State University ( Kansas) serving 
in graduate professorship roles and 
most recently as chair of the university's 
Department of History, Phi losophy, and 
Social Sciences. 
'Tm looking forward to how we can 
work together to navigate change, inspire 
innovation, and create interesting and 
engaging pathways for our students to 
achieve their personal and professional 
goals," she said. 
Henderson has served since 20 1 5  as 
associate clean for the School of Information 
Studies at University of Wisconsin­
Milwaukee. 
"I look forward to assisting the College 
as we expand our role as leaders in rural 
K- 1 2  education by strengthening our 
relationships, informing I l linois pol icy and 
licensure initiatives, and serving as visible, 
vibrant leaders within our higher education 
communities," she said. 
Dr. Barbara Bonnekessen 
Dr. Laretta Hen derson 
EIU shifts to 
test-optional 
admission 
EIU will shift to test-optional undergraduate 
admission for students interested in enrolling 
in fal l  of 202 1 .  In addition, merit scholarships 
will be made available specifically for EIU's 
eligible test-optional admits, as well as those 
who include their test scores, under the 
niversity's new policy. EIU's test-optional 
application opened July 1 ,  and prospective 
students can apply for free until Oct. 1 5 .  
The announcement follows some national 
uncertainty about the availability of ACT/SAT 
testing as the world's response to COVI D- 1 9  
continues t o  evolve. 
Research shows that academic success 
at the college level depends on a range 
of factors, with the greatest importance 
placed on academic preparation. Similar 
research suggests that high school GPA 
is often the best predictor of academic 
success in college. Students who choose 
to apply to EIU as test-optional admit and 
have a 3 .3  GPA on a 4.0 scale and who 
demonstrate successful completion of a 
college preparatory curriculum will be 
recommended for admission. Those whose 
GPAs are between 2 . 5  and 3 .3  will have their 
applications reviewed by EIU representatives 
to determine eligibility for admission. 
Freshman students 
join together for their 
class picture during fall 
2019 move-in weekend. 
A new Freshman 
Connection program 
will be available this fall 
to help students adjust 
to campus life. 
Freshman Connection program to help new students adapt 
Eastern Illinois University does more than 
just teach its students in the classroom. In an 
effort to further teach and develop the whole 
student, EIU has initiated a new program 
to help freshmen adapt to college and give 
them valuable support that spans all aspects 
of life on campus. The new Freshman 
Connection program will pair freshmen 
with upperclassmen who will give them 
first-hand knowledge about how to manage 
classes and studying; making friends and 
joining groups; and managing finances while 
in college. 
The program was installed by Heidi Larson 
'96, '98, a faculty member in the Department 
of Counseling and Higher Education. Larson 
has been using a similar program called 
B.I.O. .LC (Believe It Or Not I Care) at 
Mattoon High School since 2013. 
"We have just had unbelievable results at 
Mattoon High School that we can replicate at 
EIU," Larson said. "We really want freshmen 
to come in and grow interpersonally 
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and personally. Maybe they need time 
management skills or to learn how to study. 
Some people have those innate skills and 
some people need to be taught. Ultimately, 
we want them to be better leaders." 
The program participants will be required 
to live in Lawson Hall and must take the 
EIU Foundations course in the fall semester. 
Students will have free weekly lunch 
meetings with five other freshmen and their 
"We really want freshmen to come 
in and grow interpersonally and 
personally. Maybe they need time 
management skil ls or to learn how to 
study. Some people have those innate 
skil ls and some people need to be 
taught. U lt imately, we want them to be 
better leaders . "  
Heidi Larson '96, '98 
mentors to discuss academic, social and 
financial aspects of college. 
The program is coordinated by graduate 
assistants Aileen Tierney of Champaign and 
Max Smith '18 of Northbrook, both seeking 
master's degrees in counseling. 
"When I was an incoming freshman, I 
quickly realized that there were so many 
new places, people, and experiences 
to which I had to adapt," Tierney said. 
"Starting college can oftentimes be 
overwhelming for incoming students, which 
is something I came to know as I adjusted to 
my new life and new level of freedom." 
Smith thinks the most beneficial aspect will 
be the weekly lunch gatherings. 
"Freshmen will be able to build connections 
on campus and become involved with the 
leadership community at EIU," Smith said. 
While selecting mentors for the program, 
"One prominent factor was finding mentors who were involved, whether 
that be through student organizations, Greek life, academic honor 
societies or community service in the Charleston area. Involved mentors not 
only have important knowledge about EIU ,  but also a passion for being part of the 
overall culture on campus, and we want mentors to communicate this passion to 
their mentees . "  
Aileen Tierney 
Smith and Tierney are looking for students 
who are already active in campus groups. 
"One prominent factor was finding mentors 
who were involved, whether that be through 
student organizations, Greek life, academic 
honor societies or community service in the 
Charleston area," Tierney said. "Involved 
mentors not only have important knowledge 
about EIU, but also a passion for being part 
of the overall culture on campus, and we 
want mentors to communicate this passion 
to their mentees." 
Kayla Crowder, a sophomore political 
science major from Aurora, applied to 
be a mentor because she wants to be an 
encouraging resource for new students. 
"I think that the first step to be a good 
mentor is understanding one another by 
actively listening, communicating and 
encouraging those around you," Crowder 
said. "I strive to do these things every day 
and I believe that values such as these 
will allow me to be a good mentor. I want 
freshmen to learn from me that college is a 
place to become more of your authentic self. 
But most importantly I want my freshmen 
to feel supported and cared for through 
adversity because times will get hard, but it 
all pays off in the end." 
But the program isn't just going to benefit 
the incoming students. Mentors will 
gain valuable experience in leadership, 
communication and interpersonal skills, 
while the graduate assistants will get more 
skills in guidance and mentorship. The 
program also has a benefit to the university, 
as better-prepared students will help with 
retention rates and create a large group of 
future campus leaders. 
"The program will act as a beneficial, self­
sustaining model that promotes altruism, 
community, and leadership on EIU's campus 
amongst freshmen, upperclassmen, graduate 
students, administration and faculty," Larson 
said. "This ultimately enhances the culture 
on campus by promoting compassionate 
outreach among all stakeholders, in 
addition to increasing retention of student 
populations." 
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College memories are often filled with visions of 
lecture halls, late night studying sessions and lengthy 
research papers. But what many alumni remember 
the most is the interaction with other students 
through Registered Student Organizations. 
In EIU's 1 25-year history, students have joined together to share their 
interests, whether it be in Greek organizations, academic clubs or 
unique social groups like the Harry Potter Club. 
"To me, they are really rhe lifeline of the campus community," said 
Ceci Brinker '82, '95, director of student life. "It represents such a 
wide range of students' interest, knowledge and experiences. They 
contribute so much to the campus as a whole in what they offer, as far 
as leadership opportunities or contributing back to the campus. You 
can always find someone who shares that niche with you." 
For Frank Gutowski '99, being a part of the Hack Club -
EIU's hacky sack group - produced lifelong memories. This 
group didn't just meet up in the library quad between classes. They 
went to competitions across the country, even claiming the title at a 
world tournament in the summer of 1996 in Montreal . 
"We wanted to get as many teammates to Montreal as we could, so 
we organized transportation and lodging for eve1yone, which wasn't 
very fancy at all," Gutowski said. "I rook six guys in my 1989 Dodge 
Caravan and we slept on the floor of a friend's apartment that we had 
met at an earlier tournament. We brought the largest contingent and 
eve1yone competed. It was 1 00% a team win.'· 
Gutowski still remains in close contact with his former Hack Club 
members. 
·Three of my closest friends were a part of the Hack Club," he said. 
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Frank Gutowski '99 tries to keep a hacky sack while playing in the quad. 
Gutowski was a member of the Hack Club, which won a world tournament 
in 1996 in Montreal. 
"I've also made close, lasting relationships with other players from 
around the world. I have friends across the country, as well as from 
places like New Zealand, Finland, Netherlands, Czech Republic, 
Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, France, Thailand. It all started with 
my experiences at Eastern and the Hack Club." 
Greek organizations have been a popular mainstay on campus where 
students develop leadership skills and form l ifelong friendships. Melba 
(Strange) Mobley '52 was an early member of Sigma Sigma Sigma 
sorority, the first sorority to be adopted on campus in 1942. 
"It was just a nice group of young ladies who met each week and 
had activities on campus all the time,"' Mobley said. "A number of my 
friends were members of the sorority." 
Sigma Sigma Sigma was the first sorority on the campus of EIU in 1942. 
Melba (Strange) Mobley '52 is the fourth person in the third row from the left. 
Mobley, who also attended elementary school and high school at EIU, 
said what she remembers most is sorority members helping move 
books from the old library to Booth Library when it was built in 1950. 
Students made an assembly line and passed books to each other 
between the buildings. 
"We tried to help with activities pertaining to the college," she said. 
··You just saw students everywhere carrying books to where they were 
supposed to be."' 
While some organizations are purely social, clubs like the Student 
Investment Society acid academic benefits by allowing students who 
have an interest in the stock market to learn about investing. The club 
was started in 1993 after a donation from finance alumnus Paul Ruedi 
'82. The club's portfolio is currently worth about $26,000. 
"The majority of SIS members are students from the School of 
Business," said club president Carol Bruce-Tagoe, an MBA graduate 
student. ··while some members are entirely new to the stock market 
operations and have a zeal to learn more, others already own and 
trade in stocks personally:· 
Bruce-Tagoe said the club is very welcoming to any student who 
wants to learn about the stock market. 
··srs gives students the opportunity to share their knowledge and 
skills, encourage student interactions through presentations, and offers 
students a practical experience in stock trading and investment," 
she said. 
Brinker said most student groups are created because of one student 
who has an interest or passion. That includes one of EIU's newest 
RSOs, eSports. It was founded by student Theo Laleian '20 because 
of his love for gaming, and now the group travels to compete in 
competitions with other colleges. 
"Student groups allow people to connect and make true friendships 
through a shared love for video games, sports, art, whatever it might 
be,'" Laleian said. "I truly believe that joining a student group is 
probably the best thing you can do to interact with other people on 
campus." 
Brinker sees student organizations continuing to evolve, saying social 
activism is an area that could expand. 
"We have everything from women's empowerment groups on campus 
to multi-cultural groups," she said. '·Clubs and organizations allow 
students to have a voice, a representation on campus." 
"To me, they are really the l ifel ine of the campus 
community. It represents such a wide range of students' 
interest , knowledge and experiences. They contribute so 
much to the campus as a whole in what they offer, as 
far as leadership opportunities or contributing back 
to the campus. You can always find someone who 
shares that niche with you." 
Ceci Brinker '82, '95 
The Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity celebrated its 50th year on campus in 2019. 
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A place for everyone: 
Student population becoming more diverse 
EIU has a diverse offering of classes and 
majors, making it an attractive choice for 
high school students and transfer students to 
continue their education. 
But as the university celebrates our 125th 
anniversary in 2020, it continues to expand 
its diversity in all areas of campus, especially 
among the student population, with 
minority, non-traditional and international 
students making a positive impact on the 
campus culture. 
Mona Davenport '85 '89, the executive 
director of the Office of Inclusion and 
Academic Engagement, said the campus 
has changed drastically since she returned 
to campus in 2004, with the minority 
population growing from 10.5 percent in 
the Fall 2005 semester to 31.5 percent in Fall 
2019. 
"I am excited to talk about becoming 
more diverse in a world that is constantly 
changing, and it is awesome that as an 
institution of higher education - we too are 
changing," Davenport said. "Our population 
has increased and not just ethnic minority 
groups. We are extremely happy that our 
diversity is inclusive of our number of 
international students and first-generation 
populations." 
Davenport said EIU is intentional about 
serving all students, while using programs 
like TRIO and STRONG MENtoring, to assist 
underrepresented stud en ts. 
"We have worked hard in increasing 
the students from some of those under­
represented groups," Davenport said. "We 
have a Latinx recruiter and Latinx retention 
coordinator. We have recruitment and 
retention inltiatives that help bring our 
underrepresented high school students on 
campus so they can witness EIU and what 
we have to offer." 
EIU is also an attractive destination for non­
traditional students and adult learners who 
are at all stages of their path to earning a 
degree. 
"The access to individualized advising, the 
access to multiple prior learning assessment 
opportunities, and the technology, along 
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with supportive faculty and staff who 
understand adult learners' needs, make EIU 
a great place," said James Howley, director 
of the General Studies program. 
As the university celebrates our 
125th anniversary in 2020, it 
continues to expand its diversity 
in all areas of campus, especially 
among the student population, 
with minority, non-trad itional and 
international students making a positive 
impact on the campus culture. 
Howley said he loves the feeling of helping 
people achieve their goals of continuing 
their college education. 
"I have spent over 10 years of my career 
overseeing adult learning programs because 
of the satisfaction in seeing people achieve 
this dream," he said. "EIU is transforming 
lives by guiding students to this goal. When 
I give presentations on the program, I tell 
people that they will be in the same place if 
they don't do anything with their education. 
But if they take steps now by enrolling, even 
in one course, they can be on track to change 
their lives. It really is about looking at one 
class at a time, one term at a time." 
The General Studies program is now 
available fully online, offering advising and 
classes at three sites in the Chicago area, as 
well as at Parkland College and on the main 
campus in Charleston. EIU also was recently 
rated by Intelligent.com as a top 12 school in 
the country for online learning. 
MORE ONLINE 
Ojjice of I11c/11sio11 1111d Aa1de111ic 
Engagement 
www.eiu.edu/oiae/ 
General Studies program 
www.eiu.edu/bgs/ 
Ojjice of I 11ter11ati01wl Students 
find Scholars 
www.eiu.edu/internationaV 
"Online courses provide the greatest 
opportunity for people to complete their 
bachelor's degree," Howley said. "They are 
no longer place-bound, and they can work 
on classes with a more flexible schedule. 
And they can work with their advisors 
by phone, online or through other remote 
technologies." 
Expanding EIU's reach globally has also 
been a focus for EIU, as this past year the 
university was home to 387 international 
students from 66 countries. 
"The campus population benefits 
tremendously from a strong international 
presence," said Bethany Cougill '99, 
international student coordinator. "The 
international students and scholars on 
campus actively exchange ideas based on 
their own upbringing, histories and strong 
ties to their home countries. Those who 
spend a lot of time on a college campus 
generally enjoy learning and are welcoming 
to those with a variety of backgrounds and 
opinions." 
Cougill said the Charleston community 
does a good job of making the international 
students feel at home. 
"Many volunteers host members of the 
International Friendship Program," she said. 
"The IFP pairs international students with 
local hosts so that the students can befriend 
American families. Students and their hosts 
frequently attend concerts, watch sports, 
travel to local landmarks, cook meals, learn 
about American holidays and share other 
mutual interests or try new activities." 
The university isn't just focusing on its 
student population. Davenport said the 
university is also making strides in having 
a more inclusive environment for minority 
faculty and staff members. EIU will be 
focusing on its new initiative for the Higher 
Learning Commission called "Diversifying 
our Campus Community to Promote 
Inclusive Excellence & Student Success." 
"This project focuses on increasing diversity 
through changes in hiring practices, policies 
and outcomes across every position and role 
across campus," she said. 
At a time when the world is relying on the health care 
field during the global COVID-19 pandemic, EIU will 
soon be able to assist in adding front-line workers to 
hospitals. After years of inquiries from prospective 
students and the creation of a cohesive plan by 
university officials, EIU will be starting a new four­
year nursing program. 
"We have been working on the process for a year, with many faculty 
and staff across campus contributing expertise in gaining all approvals, 
developing a curriculum and building laboratory space," said Holly 
Farley, the interim director of the new program. "We cannot express 
the level of excitement surrounding the implementation of this new 
program and the creation of the School of Nursing at EIU." 
The official name of the new school will be the Gail and Richard 
Lumpkin School of Nursing. The name is intended to revere the late 
Richard "Dick" Lumpkin and his wife Gail, as well as to honor the 
Lumpkin family's enduring legacy of philanthropy and significant 
community involvement in their mission to support organizations who 
are working towards healthy, sustainable communities. 
The program will consist of three semesters of prerequisite/general 
education courses and five semesters of nursing courses, meaning 
students admitted to the program begin focusing their studies in the 
spring semester of year two. 
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Nursing has long been a popular field among prospective EIU 
students, said Josh Norman '08, associate vice president for enrollment 
management. As of the beginning of May, there were 1 , 181  students 
who had inquired about pre-nursing for the fall 2020 semester. 
"The program will attract many students, especially with the incredible 
experiences that the department is planning to provide for our 
students;· Norman said. "Nursing has been our number one requested 
program for a very long time, so to have nursing in place is going to 
be an incredible benefit to our students and the university." 
The program will produce 55-65 degree earners per year at full 
enrollment, which suggests future investments by EIU will be needed to 
support the region's needs. as well as the state's, Farley said. Also, the 
new school will house the established RN-BSN program that provides 
a flexible option for registered nurses to obtain a bachelor's degree in 
nursing. The program will continue to increase the number of registered 
nurses with a bachelor's degree locally, regionally and nationally. 
\i 
� 
"The program will attract many students, 
especially with the incredible experiences that 
the department is planning to provide for our 
students. Nursing has been our number one requested 
program for a very long time, so to have nursing 
in place is going to be an incredible benefit to our 
students and the university. " 
Josh Norman '08, 
associate vice president for enrollment management 
And it couldn't come at more crucial time for the state and count1y. 
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics' employment projections 
for 2016-2026, registered nursing is among the top occupations for . 
job growth. A recent search of registered nursing positions in Illino
.
is 
returnee! 6,782 available jobs. 
"Unfortunately, the State of Illinois was in a nursing shortage prior to 
the pandemic and effects of the pandemic could further deepen the 
shortage across the state," Farley said. "The School of Nursing will 
work toward aclclressing the current and projected workforce shortages 
for BSN-preparecl generalist nurses who can work in a variety of 
settings, with diverse populations and foci."" 
With the new programming, the university will hire several full-time 
and adjunct faculty over the next few semesters. The nursing program 
will be housed at the current Ninth Street Hal l ,  which was previously 
occupied by advising and disability services. 
"All nursing courses and laboratory experiences will be held in the 
building, while final approval from the I l linois Board of Nursing 
requires a functioning laboratory that is ready for students to be 
eclucatecl," Farley said. '·Renovations for a new multifunctional 
simulation lab are underway." 
Electrical 
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While the world almost came 
to a halt because of the global 
COVID-19 pandemic, there are 
the front lines working to keep 
us safe. Whether it's working in 
a hospital or clinic, out in the 
community as a first responder 
or finding creative ways to 
keep students engaged while 
completing school at home, these 
alumni have made us proud. 
Some of our alumni are working directly 
with COVID- 1 9  patients, including Casey Duh 
' 1 5 ,  a family and consumer sciences graduate. 
Duh is currently a patient care associate at 
Advocate Christ Medical Center in Oak Lawn, 
working in the COVID-1 9  unit. 
" l  provide direct patient care such as 
obtaining patient vitals, blood sugars. 
feedings and turn patients every two hours, 
.. 
she said. " I  also assist in making the patients 
comfortable, clean and hold their hands when 
they are lonely or scared ... 
Duh said she has wanted to be in the health 
care field since helping take care of her 
grandmother, who passed away from cancer 
in 2009 
"I have always loved caring for people and 
want to make a difference in the lives of 
others;· she said. "EIU helped me achieve 
my goal by helping me gain confidence. I 
excelled in my studies and learned to never 
underestimate myself." 
"I provide direct patient care such 
as obtaining patient vitals, blood 
sugars, feedings and turn patients 
every two hours. I also assist in  
making the patients comfortable, clean 
and hold their hands when they are 
lonely or scared . "  
Casey Duh ' 1 5  
"My responsibility is to ensure 
that all employees are able to 
practice their jobs safely while still 
providing high-level care. 
This includes ensuring that they 
have the appropriate equipment, 
procedures, and modalities to do their 
jobs effectively and safely. We also are 
responsible for ensuring measures are 
in place to keep patients and visitors 
safe, as wel l . "  
Adam Karcz '07 
Adam Karcz '07, director of infection 
prevention and epidemiology at Riley 
Hospital for Children in Indianapolis, has 
been preparing for scenarios like this for a 
long time, working in the field of infection 
prevention for 1 1  years. 
"My responsibility is to ensure that all 
employees are able to practice their jobs 
safely while still providing high-level care," 
he said. "This includes ensuring that they 
have the appropriate equipment, procedures, 
and modalities to do their jobs effectively and 
safely. We also are responsible for ensuring 
measures are in place to keep patients and 
visitors safe. as well." 
Karcz, who earned a degree in community 
health, was active at EIU, competing on the 
club hockey team and being a member of 
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity. His classroom 
experience at EIU, he said, set him up for 
where he is today. 
"I was fortunate to have professors that 
were very supportive of my academic and 
professional development to help prepare 
me for graduate school and move towards 
infection prevention," he said. ··r also was 
able to work part-time at Sarah Bush Lincoln 
Health Center in Mattoon to attain the hands­
on clinical skills and knowledge to further my 
development." 
For Jesse Ellis '08, his role as a firefighter 
and paramedic has changed since March.  
Ellis started with the Bloomington Fire 
Department in February after working in 
the same role in Gwinnett County, Ga . ,  for 
five years. 
"We arrive for all calls with a higher 
awareness and preparedness to possibly treat 
patients who may have COVID-19,  transport 
them to an appropriate facility and then 
everyone goes home safely," he said. 
Ellis, who earned a degree in sociology, said 
he has always been interested in public safety 
and serving his community, and EIU served 
as a catalyst for his career. 
"We arrive for all calls with a higher 
awareness and preparedness to 
possibly treat patients who may 
have COVID-19, transport them to an 
appropriate faci l ity and then everyone 
goes home safely. " 
Jesse Ellis '08 
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'·The fire service is a career where continuing 
to learn is essential to continue being 
efficient," he said. "Eastern Illinois was the 
foundation for that. So many of my professors 
were engaging and made the learning process 
fun. That fire still burns today." 
Tyler Danek ' 1 7  and Michael Lacy '75 both 
work on the science behind infectious 
diseases. Danek, a biological sciences 
graduate and member of Sigma Pi fraternity 
while at EIU, is a scientist with Abbott 
Laboratories in Chicago. 
"EIU introduced me to the many avenues and 
applications of biological research," Danek 
"This testing helps identify those 
who have been exposed and have 
developed an immune response 
to the virus. This data will help 
facilitate our understanding of 
this virus and its effects on a large 
scale. My team and many other 
teams at Abbott have worked t irelessly 
to combat the virus from many 
different angles. The collaboration and 
dedication have been inspiring to say 
the least . "  
Tyler Danek ' 1  7 
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said. "It also helped develop my ability to 
form hypotheses and design experiments to 
address those hypotheses. I have my mentors 
from EIU like Dr. Steven Daniel, Dr. Anabela 
Maia, Dr. Rob Colombo and Dr. Britto Nathan 
to thank for that." 
Danek's responsibilities include working on 
Abbott's new SARS-CoV-2 testing. 
"This testing helps identify those who 
have been exposed and have developed 
an immune response to the virus," Danek 
said. ''This data will help facilitate our 
understanding of this virus and its effects 
on a large scale. My team and many other 
teams at Abbott have worked tirelessly to 
combat the virus from many different angles. 
The collaboration and dedication have been 
inspiring to say the least." 
Lacy, a zoology graduate, is the director of 
nonclinical immunology and bioanalysis 
at Emergent BioSolutions in Gaithersburg, 
Mel. His company has previously helped 
with vaccines against anthrax, smallpox 
and typhoid and now is partnering with 
pharmaceutical companies Johnson 
& Johnson and AstraZeneca to be a 
manufacturer for their COVID- 1 9  vaccine 
candidates. 
"What we want to do is to protect and 
enhance, that is our motto," he said. "Not 
just protect people from disease but enhance 
their lives. It's kind of a fulfilling notion if 
you have worked on something and now it 
is helping the human race. I like that feeling. 
Something I wanted to do is to be able to 
help." 
While a vaccine is still being created. Lacy 
urges everyone to help slow the progress of 
the virus. 
"I really want to encourage people to 
continue with social distancing," he said. 
"If you have fewer contacts you will slow it 
clown." 
Though it's been many years since Lacy has 
been on campus, he said EIU always will be 
a special place. 
··1 really liked it, liked the Charleston area," he 
said. ··r can still see it in my head. parts of it 
anyway 
Teachers and educators also have played a 
special role during the pandemic, creating 
virtual learning to keep students engaged 
while they are at home. 
Maria Sakellaris ' 1 7, a physical education 
teacher and assistant volleyball, basketball 
and softball coach at Kewanee High School, 
did her best to keep students active while 
they were away from school. Sakellaris, a 
"My program was meant for any 
student or athlete in the building 
looking for additional strength 
or conditioning work from home. 
Because of this opportunity I was 
able to create many new lessons, 
most that included limited to no 
equipment. It was fun to get to use 
technology more than what I typically 
have at my disposal as well as watch 
my students trying to problem solve 
and teach themselves new forms of 
exercise . "  
Maria Sakellaris ' 1  7 
kinesiology and sports studies graduate, 
created workout videos for her students and 
players that she shared on social media. 
She made sure to keep workout accessories 
to a minimum to allow for any student to be 
able to complete the exercises. 
"My program was meant for any student or 
athlete in the building looking for additional 
strength or conditioning work from home," 
Sakellaris said. ·'Because of this opportunity 
I was able to create many new lessons, most 
that included limited to no equipment," she 
said. "It was fun to get to use technology 
more than what I typically have at my 
disposal as well as watch my students trying 
to problem solve and teach themselves new 
forms of exercise." 
Sakellaris said her EI education helped 
prepare her for the unexpected. 
"EIU prepared me to be ready for anything in 
a few ways," she said. "In this case, the most 
noticeable part would be that Dr. Ronspies 
and Dr. Hussey expected quality mini-lessons 
of me on the spot in most courses. Thanks 
to them ingraining creativity and standards in 
every lesson, I felt more prepared to think of 
new ways to provide physical education to 
my students. 
Though EIU is certainly proud of what these 
alumni are doing in their careers, they don't 
want to be seen as heroes. 
"As a healthcare worker, I knew that r could 
be up against anything thrown at me, and to 
me this is my job," Duh said. "I may be caring 
for patients while taking extra precautions, 
but I go into work caring for these patients 
just as I did before this pandemic started 
because I want to make a difference in their 
lives." 
"I don't particularly care for the term 'hero,"' 
Ellis added. "I was trained to do a job, and 
l am fortunate enough for that job to be 
something I enjoy." 
"I was able to find my way during my time at Eastern,'' Woodley-Penn said. "I made 
friendships with people from different cities who had different experiences. I met kind 
professors who believed in me." 
Even before she started at EIU, she faced obstacles that most people never have to face in 
their lifetime. But with a strong support system, she met everything head on. 
"When I graduated from high school, I bad just had my child," Woodley-Penn said. "My 
morn agreed to help take care of my son while I went to college. But then my mom was 
killed in a car accident that May. My family gathered around, and they said, 'you go on' 
because I was the first in the family to go to college." 
Go on she did. She quickly stood out in her classes and was even given the opportunity 
during her junior year to produce her own stage production of ·'The Amen Corner," a play 
addressing poverty and racial prejudice. 
" I  always knew I could talk, and EIU gave me the opportunity to do that, especially during 
the Black Power movement," Woodley-Penn said. "I would be called on to give the Black 
perspective a lot of the times in class." 
It's that same voice that has helped hundreds of other African American girls over the 
past 20 years through her Chicago-based nonprofit organization Global Girls Inc. ,  an 
organization she created after her teaching career. 
Using her talents as a speaker and motivator and her passion for the arts, Woodley-Penn 
created Global Girls in 2000, a youth performing arts organization that aims to develop 
and present socially-conscious, youth-driven theatre. 
"It's an honor and a privilege," Woodley-Penn said of her calling to work with youth. 
"Every time I am working with a group of girls and I see that light come on in their eyes, 
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1 1 Every t ime I am working with a g ro u p  
o f  g i r ls a n d  I see that l ight come on 
i n  their  eyes . . .  I am just a vessel for 
that universal energy, and I passing 
it on to another person who will 
then pass it on to somebody else. 
That ripple will continue forever. 11 
it is almost overwhelming. I am just a vessel 
for that universal energy, and I am passing it 
on to another person who will then pass it on 
to somebody else. That ripple will continue 
forever." 
One of the key programs Global Girls offers 
is "Young Women on the Move," which 
teaches life skills through dance, aning 
and singing. Woodley-Penn said she tries to 
emphasize four key values: integrity, courage, 
accountability and advocacy. 
"You have to advocate for yourself," she said. 
"You cannot allow other people to determine 
your path. Their voices matter, and they have 
to speak up and say what is in their heart. I 
want them to be comfortable in any space 
knowing that they belong." 
Global Girls is also active in schools and 
has taken various groups on trips across the 
\VOrld. 
"We have gone to Ghana twice. Kenya four 
times, India, Grenada," Woodley-Penn said. 
"The girls love it." 
Woodley-Penn also has shared her voice with 
well-known brands like McDonald's, Payless 
and the Discovery Channel as a radio and 
television voiceover actor. 
"When I first decided to leave teaching, I 
wanted to try something different and use 
some of the talents that I have, so I went to 
a workshop on voiceovers;· she said. "At the 
beginning of the class, the instructor said only 
two out of 40 people in this class will actually 
pursue this, and I said, 'doggone it, I never 
back away from a challenge."' 
Woodley-Penn is still active with her alma 
mater, most recently joining the EIU Alumni 
Association board of directors in 2019.  
"[  have always appreciated my experience at 
EIU,'' she said. "The professors were amazing, 
and I wish I had only clone more. My mother 
raised me to always give back. Eastern 
gave me so much, so I thought I could join 
the board and maybe inspire some of my 
classmates to give back also." 
Top: Marvinetta Woodley-Penn '74 (second from the left) was involved in  theater productions 
while a student at EIU.  
Bottom: Woodley-Penn (first from left in  front row) is with a group of  Global Girls participants 
at the Global Youth Ambassadors Leadership Summit last summer in Chicago. 
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STUDENT 
SPOTLIGHT 
International student felt at hotne 
Godwin Gyimah '20 came to EIU from Ghana 
with hopes of developing stronger research 
skills as a graduate student in the Department 
of History. He left campus this past spring 
with far more than just a degree. 
Gyimah ,  who had not been to the U.S .  before 
his time in Charleston, made the most of his 
time with extra-curricular activities on campus 
and in the community. 
"Although academics have been my priority, 
I consistently balanced it with activities by 
volunteering in my department, at churches 
and in the Charleston community," he said. 
"I served as the president of the Association 
of International Students, vice president 
of the Graduate Student Advisory Council 
and a member of the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences Curriculum Conunittee. 
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These various positions helped build my 
public speaking and leadership skills. Taking 
leadership roles on the EIU campus has 
prepared me as a good leader and connected 
me to various leaders in Charleston, including 
Mayor Brandon Combs." 
Gyimah was one of 387 international students 
from 661 different countries at EIU this past 
year. He said the EIU community made him 
feel at home, and programs such as Global 
Culture Night did a good job of bringing 
students from all cultures together. 
"EIU has been an all-inclusive institution, 
and that makes all international students 
to be warmly received," he said. "At EIU, 
an opportunity is provided to international 
students to learn a new culture, practice their 
own culture and blend different experiences." 
Gyimah said the history department faculty 
helped him in every way possible, including 
earning scholarships and entering in writing 
competitions. Gyimah recently won Booth 
Library's 2020 Award for Excellence in Student 
Research and Creativity for his research 
project on " Into the World We Go, the Peace 
Corps Program as a Facet of America-Ghana 
Relations.'' He also won the same award in 
2019. 
" I  was privileged to be among great faculty 
members who assisted me in my scholarship 
works,'' Gyimah said. " Professors such as Dr. 
Sace Elder, Dr. Lee Patterson, Dr. Edmund 
Wehrle, Dr. Brian Mann and Dr. Mark Dries 
identified my abilities and helped me to 
shape my career goals. I love the passion and 
accessibility of faculty members at EI . ' '  
Patterson said it was a pleasure to be able to 
work with Gyimah. 
"He was certainly one of our most dynamic 
grad students, always looking to maximize 
his opportunities;· Gyimah said. "He 
submitted his scholarly work to journals 
and conferences, he stepped up as a leader 
among grad students and he applied with 
great success for scholarships and writing 
awards. I lost count of the number of letters 
I wrote in support of all these activities. I've 
rarely encountered a student with that much 
energy." 
After earning his master's degree, Gyimah is 
going to work toward his Ph.D. at another 
institution in the U.S.  He hopes to eventually 
teach at the university level. 
"I endeavor to broaden my experiences 
that Eastern has given me," he said. ''After 
completing my Ph.D. ,  I intend to work in a 
college as an instructor and a researcher. I 
would like to work in the U.S. for some time 
with the intent of broadening my exposure 
to the American experience, after which I 
will return to Ghana to contribute towards 
improving the Ghanaian education system." 
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Accelerated path to success 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The first group of students to enroll in the 
accelerated graduate program received their 
master's degrees this past spring. The program, 
which was implemented in 2018, allows 
undergraduate students who meet certain 
requirements to enroll in graduate level courses, 
allowing them to earn their degree quicker. An added 
perk for those accepted into the program is they get 
to pay undergraduate tuition rates for the graduate 
courses. 
Shirley Mensah ' 19, '20 earned a bachelor's degree in geology last year 
and her graduate degree this past spring in GTS, 
·'Utilizing the smallest amount of time in the most productive way 
helps us," said Mensah, an international student from Ghana. ··During 
my undergraduate studies as a geology major at EIU, I took up GlS 
as a minor and became more interested in the field as I progressed in 
the classes. Hence, seeing this wonderful opportunity to get a master's 
degree in geographic information systems in a year seemed like a great 
opportunity for me to go for, and thankfully, I came out successful ." 
llalle Stull ' 19, '20 received her undergraduate degree in appl ied 
engineering and technology and with a master's in technology. Stull, 
also a member of the women's basketball team, said it the accelerated 
program still fit perfectly into her schedule. 
··r knew all of the faculty in the program and it seemed like a good fit 
to continue at EIU for one more year, especially because I had credit 
for my master's as I graduated with my bachelors," Stull said. "It has 
benefited me by allowing me to earn my master's degree and enter the 
work force sooner." 
Ryan Hendrickson, dean of the Graduate School, said there are a 
variety of programs, including a Master of Science in chemistty and a 
Master of Arts in English. 
"We currently have 12 accelerated graduate programs," he said. "We are 
always interested in expanding options and increasing accessibility to 
graduate education for our current undergraduate students." 
"Uti l izing the smal lest amount of t ime in the most 
productive way helps us. During my undergraduate studies 
as a geology major at EI U ,  I took up GIS as a minor and 
became more interested in the field as I progressed in the 
classes. Hence, seeing this wonderful opportunity to 
get a master's degree in GIS in a year seemed like a 
great opportunity for me to go for, and thankfully, I 
came out successful." 
Shirley Mensah ' 1 9, '20 
Mensah now hopes to secure an additional degree in geophysics 
and then find a job in geospatial analysis or GIS business marketing 
analysis. She hopes more future students utilize the program because 
of the benefits 
"I would highly recommend this to incoming students, .. she said. 
Stul l ,  who is hoping to work in the construction field as a project 
manager, agrees. 
"This program is great for students because you can achieve a higher 
degree in shorter years, save on costs and also be further ahead while 
starting your career," she said. 
' 
Admission Requirements 
Students interested in enrolling in the program must meet certain 
requirements. 
* Minimum undergraduate cumulative GPA of 3.25 
* Completion of at least 15 credit hours of the major or a 
complementary undergraduate degree 
* Completion of a minimum of 60 hours of undergraduate course credit 
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ATHLET ICS  
ROU N D U P  
Former Panther greats talk to current players 
EIU head football coach Adam Cushing made the most of his 
time this past spring as practices were wiped out because of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Using video tele-conferencing, current EIU 
football players were connected to the who's who of not only 
Panther pride, but of names that resonate outside of Charleston. 
There was quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo ex ' 14,  the highest NFL draft pick in school history, 
who was a part of the NFC champion San Francisco 49ers in February's Super Bowl. And then 
there was former Panther quarterback/current New Orleans Saints head coach Sean Payton 
'87. Another clay it was Mike Shanahan '74, '75, who turned a collegiate career derailed by a 
life-threatening injury into three Super Bowl rings (two as a head coach and another as an 
offensive coordinator). 
"Everyone kind of had that same EIU experience, so it created an immediate connection," 
Cushing said. 
They talked with John Jurkovic '90, former two-time conference defensive player of the year who 
spent nearly a decade in the NFL and now can be heard daily on Chicago's ESPN sports radio. 
Before leading Naperville's North Central College to the Division I I I  national championship this 
past season, head coach Jeff Thorne '94 was a four-year starting quarterback at Eastern. Greg 
McMahon '83, a member of EIU's 1978 national championship team, won a Super Bowl ring as 
a Payton assistant. This past fall he was the special teams coach for LSU's national champions. 
"That's two national champions from EIU in 2019," Cushing said. "That's really something special . "  
Other guests include former defensive backs Ray McElroy '99 (six seasons in the NFL) and Pete 
Houlihan ' 14; all-time leading tackler Tim Carver '96; FCS single-season receiving record holder 
Erik Lora ' 1 4 ;  and longtime EIU sports information director Dave Kidwell '70. 
Six teams earn 
academic recognition 
Six Panther athletic teams received public 
recognition awards for top academic 
performance announced by the NCAA in May. 
The awards are given to teams scoring in the 
top 10 percent of the multi-year Academic 
Progress Rates, which is part of the NCAA's 
academic reform program. 
The Panther teams that finished in the top 
10 percent included men's golf, men's tennis, 
women's golf, women's swimming, women's 
tennis and volleyball. This marks the 1 3th 
straight year that EIU has had multiple 
programs earn public recognition from the 
NCAA and the h ighest-ever number of the 
teams representing the Panthers on the list. 
"Congratulations to our coaches and stuclent­
athletes for their outstanding academic 
achievements," said Tom Michael, EIU 
director of athletics. '"This is a great honor 
for our sports programs to be recognized for 
their achievements and shows the sustained 
success Eastern I l linois is having not only on 
the playing field but also in the classroom."  




was selected as 
the 10th head 








in the 30 Under 
30 Program 
sponsored by the United Soccer Coaches. He 
was one of fifteen selections for the program 
from more than 350 applicants in the United 
States. 
Bouemboue comes to ETU follO\ving four 
seasons as the head assistant coach at former 
Summit League rival IUPUI. 
" I  chose EIU because the words resilience and 
relentless kept ringing in my mind throughout 
the interview process," Bouemboue said. '·ErU 
showed me that as a university and athletic 
department, they are resilient and relentless in 
the pursuit to be a top regional institution and 
provide a quality student-athlete experience."· 
Bouemboue began his coaching career as the 
director of soccer operations at ic State from 
20 1 0- 1 3, the place where played from 2005 to 
2009. During his time there he was a two-time 
All-ACC selection while earning All-Freshman 
team honors in 2005. NC State made NCAA 
College Cup appearances in 2005 and 2009 
with Bouemboue on the roster. 
Panther basketball players 
receive awards 
Klein selected in 5th round of MLB Draft 
EIU junior pitcher Will Klein, rated as the top prospect in the Ohio Valley Conference, was 
selected by the Kansas City Royals in the fifth round. 1 35th overall, of the 2020 MLB Draft on 
June 1 1 .  Klein made four starts in the shortened 2020 college season, posting a 1-2 record with 
a 3.33 ERA and 33 strikeouts. Klein regularly threw his fastball in the high 90s and showed 
his raw potential at the next 
level.  He had two career-
high nine strikeout games 
against Northwestern State and 
Jacksonville State. 
EIU has some strong 
history with the Kansas City 
organization with former 
Panthers Marry Pattin '66, '69 
and Kevin Seitzer '85 among 
those to reach tq the Major 
Leagues with the Royals. Klein 
is the highest drafted EIU 
player since Tyler Kehrer was 
selected with the 48th overall 
pick in the 2009 draft. 
EIU Pitcher Will Klein was selected in the fifth round of the MLB draft 
by the Kansas City Royals. 
Akers named to OVC Hall of Fame 
Former EIU director of  track and field Tom Akers '81 was elected 
into the Ohio Valley Conference Hall of Fame. 
In 23 years with the Panthers, Akers built the program into one 
of the most successful in OVC history, helping it win a combined 
45 indoor and outdoor men's and women's championships. Akers 
took over as the men's track and field coach in 1995 and in 2009 
also took over the reins of the women's program. He retired from 
coaching following the 2018 season. 
Akers becomes the second EIU inductee into the OVC Hall of Fame 
joining former football coach Bob Spoo who was inducted in 201 2 .  
E I U  men·s and women's basketball players received awards in 
March, as both teams qualified for their respective Ohio Valley 
Conference tournaments. On the women's team. freshman 
guard Lariah Washington and junior guard Karle Pace both 
received first-team All-OVC honors, marking the first time 
two EIU players have made the first team in the same year. 
Washington also was named OVC Freshman of the Year. 
For the men's team, junior guard Josiah Wallace was named a 
first-team All-OVC selection for the second consecutive year, 
while leading the te::un with 1 5 . 5  points per game. Junior guard 
George Dixon was named to the All-OVC Newcomer team and 
junior guard Mack Smith was named second-team All-OVC. 
When the 2020-2 1  season starts, Smith also will have an active 
consecutive three-pointers streak of 79 straight games. The 
NCAA Division I record is 88. 
Junior Karle Pace was a first-team all-OVC selection after leading the 
Panthers in scoring with 1 5 .3 points per game. 




Lewis '77 has 
been hired as a 
podiatrist for the 
Iroquois Memorial 
Hospital in 
Watseka. He has 
been a medical 
professional 
maintaining a successful private 
practice for over 26 years, providing 
patient care services in various 
settings including, inpatient and 
outpatient clinics as well as private 
hospitals and clinics. 
Gail  Richard '77, former chair of 
the Department of Communication 
Disorders and Sciences, was 
a recipient of the Honors of 
Association because of her 
contributions to the professions of 
speech-language pathology and 
audiology. Richard was a 2004 
recipient of the Alumni Association's 
Distinguished Alumni award and 
was a named a 2017 EIU Foundation 
Honorary Lifetime Member. 
1 980s 
.---�--....., David Dugan '82 
was selected to 
serve as judge on 
the United States 
District Court 
for the Southern 
District of Il l inois. 
He had served 
since 2017 as 
a circuit judge for the 3rd Judicial 
Circuit in  Madison County. He 
resides in  Edwardsville. 
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Paul Neidig '85 has 
been chosen as the 
new commissioner 
for the Indiana High 
School Athletic 
Association and 
will start his new 
position on Aug. 
1 .  Neidig spent 31 years with the 
Evansville Vanderburgh School 
Corporation, most recently as chief 
of staff and director of athletics. He 
has been honored with numerous 
awards including llAAA Athletic 
Director of the Year in 2007, Indiana 
Basketball Coaches Association 
Administrator of the Year in 2012 and 
llAAA Distinguished Service Award 
in 2013.  
Col.  Dan Reilly '86 was appointed 
to the Senior Executive Service and 
took leadership of the U .S.  Army 
Sustainment Command's Support 
Operations directorate in  Rock Island 
Arsenal, Ill. A retired Army colonel, 
Reil ly wil l oversee the command's 
seven globally-aligned Army Field 
Support Brigades, Army Field 
Support Battalions and Logistics 
Readiness Centers. 
G reg Duncan '87 was named 
executive director for Community 
Mental Health, Inc. based in 
Lawrenceburg, Ind. He previously 
served as chief quality officer and 
senior vice president for quality 
management and healthcare 
strategies at Lifespring Health 
Systems, where he worked since 
2004. 
1 990s 
J i l l  Larson 
'93, ' 1 2  was 
named the new 
superintendent for 
the New Berlin ( 1 1 1 .) 
School District. 
Larson has been 
an educator and 
admin istrator 
for nearly 30 years and was most 
recently the superintendent of 
the Tri-County School District in  
Murphysboro for the past s ix  years. 
Cheryl Warner 
'96, '00, ' 1 7  
has been 




Warner has been 
an educator for 
24 years and was most recently the 
principal at Mt. Zion High School. 
She also has been an assistant 
professor at EIU.  
Jeff Vande Zande '96 published 
a book of short stories called The 
Neighborhhod Division and Other 
Stories through Whistling Shade 
Press. Vande Zande teaches fiction 
and screenwriting at Delta College 
in Universiry Center, Mich. His novel, 
American Poet, won a Michigan 
Notable Book Award from the 
Library of Michigan in 201 2 .  
Charlie Roche 





(Calif.), where he 
previously served 
as the school's 
football coach since 201 1 .  He has 
previously worked at San Jose 
State University and University of 
Redlands. While at EIU, Roche was 
a member of the football and track 
teams. He and his wife, Michelle 
Gaddini Roche '97, '99 reside in 
Weed, Calif. 
John Burroughs '97 has been 
selected as the executive director 
of the Ste. Genevieve Museum 
Learn ing Center (Mo.). He will 
oversee all aspects of the museum 
including exhibit development, 
collections, budgets, funding 
campaigns and programming. 
Dr. Daphne Sandouka '99 was 
named the CEO of Renz Center for 
Addiction Counseling in Elgin. She 
previously served as CEO of Ecker 
Center for Mental Health. 
2000s 
Rob Mckay 
'00 was named 






products based in 
Alsip. McKay, who earned a degree 
in economics, has been with lnstone 
since 2014. 
Adam Ehrman '01 , '03, '08 
was named superintendent of the 
Bourbonnais Elementary School 
District. Ehrman has been serving 
as superintendent of the New Berlin 
School District since 201 2. 
Michelle Walden '01 was named 
elementary instructional advisor for 
Christian County Public Schools in 
Hopkinsville, Ky. She has worked 
with CCPS for 19 years, most 
recently as an assistant principal at 
Indian Hi l ls Elementary School. 
Shawn Finney '02 has been hired 
as chief financial officer for Stevens 
Industries, Inc. in Effingham. He 
was previously director of  finance at 
Justrite Manufacturing in Mattoon. 
Finney also serves as a board 
member for the Neoga School 
District and treasurer of the Neoga 
Partnership For Progress. 
Erin Folk '02, the 
executive director 
of the Oregon 
Park District, has 
been named chair 
of the Il l inois Park 
& Recreation 
Association. She 
has been an 
IPRA member since 2002 and also 
has been president of the Oregon 
Rotary Club and the Oregon School 
Foundation. 
Joey King '03, 




central I l l inois 
region. The mental 
and behavioral 
health agency 
covers Champaign and Vermillion 
counties. King previously served 
as administrator at The Pavil ion 
Behavioral Health System in 
Champaign. 
Kari Natale '04, 
senior director 
of planning and 
governance at 
the I l l inois CPA 
Society and 
senior director 
of the CPA 
Endowment 
Fund of I l l inois, has been honored 
with the Association Forum's 
Inspiring Leader Award. She resides 
in Chicago. 
Bob Caveny '06 was named the 
agriculture and grassland wild life 
program manager at the I l l inois 
Department of Natural Resources. 
In that role, he will also serve as 
the state's "quail coordinator" in 
support of the National Bobwhite 
Conservation Initiative, a strateg ic 
effort by 25 state wildl ife agencies to 
restore wild bobwhite quail. 
Ryan Berger 
'06 is the new 
community 
development 
director for the 
city of Galesburg. 
His previous 
roles include land 
\ development 
manager for the city of Moline, 
planning and redevelopment 
administrator for the city of Rock 
Island and community development 
director in Groveland, Florida. Berger 
was student body president while 
at EIU.  
Dannie Moore 
'06 was named 






officer at Eastern 
Kentucky University. He has spent 
the last nine years at Northern 
Kentucky University, where he most 
recently served as the assistant vice 
president for student affairs. 
Dave Amdor '07, '08 was named 
the director of finance for the Lee 
County Port Authority in Fort Myers, 
Fla. He will be responsible for all 
financial aspects for LCPA, including 
overseeing the financial, accounting, 
budgetary and purchasing functions, 
as well as managing the Capital 
Improvement Program for Southwest 
Florida International Airport and 
Page Field. He most recently worked 
as the finance manager for the 
Omaha Airport Authority. 
Maureen 
Dombrow '08 
was one of 1 33 
recipients of the 
2019 Elijah Watt 
Sells Award from 
the American 
Institute of CPAs. 
To qualify for the 
award, CPA candidates must obtain 
a cumulative average score above 
95.50 across all four sections of the 
Un iform CPA Examination, pass all 
four sections on their fi rst attempt 
and have completed testing in 2019.  
Nearly 75,000 individuals sat for 
the CPA Exam in 201 9.  Dombrow 
is currently employed with Grant 




' 1 6  has been 
h i red as head 
athletic trainer at 
Austin College 
in  Sherman, 
Texas, where 
she has served 
as assistant trainer since 201 8. 
Jamerson worked with the EIU 
athletic training staff when she was 
a student. 
Stacey Tebbe ' 1 6  joined HSHS 
Medical Group as an advanced 
practice registered n u rse. Tebbe 
offers primary care for patients of 
all ages at HSHS Medical Group 
Multispecialty Care in  Mattoon. 
Jessica Householder ' 1 7  joined 
Hanson Professional Services lnc.'s 
Springfield headquarters, where she 
prepares National Environmental 
Policy Act documentation and 
permits for compliance with the 
Clean Water Act for aviation clients. 
Householder was most recently an 
environmental educator for Douglas­
Hart Nature Center in  Mattoon.  
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1 940-1949 
Sylvia L. Moore (Diel)  42. Newton, I l l  . .  May 
21.  2019 
Avis A Summers (Stahlman) '42. 
Champaign. I l l  . .  March 4 .  2019 
Carl M .  Jacobs '48. Decatur, I l l . .  Nov. 8 .  2019 
Carroll A Stanhope '49.  Alb ion.  I l l , Apr i l  1 ,  
201 9 
Nadine Tooley (Rennels) '49, Morns. I l l . ,  April 
25. 2020 
1 950-1959 
Bernita B.  Clarkson (Shann) 50. '69, Olney. 
I l l  . .  March 31 2020 
Kathleen A. Sprehe (Nelson) '50, Elmhurst, 
I l l  . .  March 25,  2020 
Owen H .  Guthrie '50. Springfield, I l l  . .  July 
1 4 ,  2019 
Kenneth R .  El l is 50 Hume.  I l l  , Sept. 7 .  2019 
Darrell K.  B ig gs '50 .  Roc k Is land.  I l l  Jan. 
29. 2020 
Richard V. Taber '50, Neenah. Wis . Aug. 
3. 2018 
Sarah Jane Coughlan (Bartholomew) '51 , 
Lakeland ,  Fla , Oct 1 1 ,  2018 
John K .  Sellers '51 , Boise .  Idaho July 8 ,  
201 9 
Wayne Seeley ·51 Charleston I l l  .. Nov. 5 
2019 
Ken E. Hesler '51 , Charleston. I l l .  Nov. 24, 
201 9 
John W1l l 1am Sull ivan '51 Brocton. Ill .. Jan 
2,  2020 
Mona Cross Cornelison (Cross) 52. E lg in .  I l l . ,  
March 2.  2020 
Mary L.  Adams (Flanery) '52, Terre Haute, 
Ind . .  Oct 31 2019 
Betty Seybert Ti psword (Seybert) '52. 
Blacksburg. Va . .  Dec 13. 2018 
Howard E.  Sheffield 52, Lincoln. I l l  . .  Jan . 
7. 2019 
Josieph1ene Greiwe 52, Pana.  I l l . ,  Aug. 12 .  
2019 
Donna L.  Stewart (Horton) '52 Cabot. Ark . .  
J a n .  1 4 .  2 0 1 9  
Joyce Price (Andersen) ' 5 2 .  5 3 .  Sleepy 
Hollow, Ill . .  Dec. 22,  2019 
Nancy J .  Maroney (Hampton) '53,  The 
Villages, Fla Nov. 22.  2019 
Shirley A. Goudie (Stiff) '53. Mahomet. I l l .  
May 5.  201 9 
Norma M Drummond (Thomas) '53. Morton. 
I l l  . Jan.  1, 2020 
Merel Eugene Pollard '53. Tempe Ariz., Nov. 
13, 2019 
Don R .  Myers 53.  Lawrenceville. I l l  . .  March 
30. 2019 
Raymond Louis Fischer '54. '56. Grand 
Forks. N . D , Nov. 29. 2019 
Dorothy J .  Cordes (Dorband) '54. '66.  Girard, 
I l l  . .  Jan.  2 1 .  2019 
Wi lda H .  Francis (Hoskins) '54 .  Charleston. 
Il l . .  Feb. 26.  2020 
Henry Fred Kirts 54,  Oblong. I l l  . .  Dec. 4. 
2019 
Bob E.  Lee '54, V1rg1nia, I l l  . .  March 28. 2020 
Paul M. Trotta 54, Fishers, Ind .. May 1 6 .  
2019 
Galen Duane Talley 54, Cl inton.  Ky., Feb. 
28.  2019 
Lucille Mu rray (Burris) '55,  April 1 5 .  2020 
Shirley M. Campbell (Smail) '55. Vandalia, I l l , 
Jan.  26, 20 1 9 
Constance J .  J e l inek (Pownall) '56. 
Edwardsvi l le. I l l . ,  Apr i l  1 7. 2019 
Gene A. Ward '56. Mahomet. I l l . ,  March 5 
201 9 
Wyette C. Kraucunas 56, Indianapolis,  Ind  , 
Feb. 1 5 .  2020 
Ronald Judge Robinson '56, Chesterfie ld.  
Mo. ,  Aug. 1 .  2019 
Suzanne M.  Taylor 56. Ashland. Ore , Ju ly  
15 .  2 0 1 9  
Herbert E.  Carlyle ' 5 6 .  Naples. F l a  . .  Nov 
1 3 ,  2018 
Ben C.  Moulder 56. '69,  Shelbyville, I l l  . .  Jan.  
19.  2020 
David E.  Zimmer 57. Athens. Ga. ,  March 
19. 2020 
Donald Richard Moran 57, Savoy. Ill .. Oct. 
7, 2019 
B. A. Prater 57 .  Hopedale, I l l . ,  Oct .  13 .  2019 
Charlotte Ann Ki l lough !Coblentz) '58. G rove. 
Ok la  .. July 1 0, 2019 
Marilyn I .  Landers-Lowell (Hutchcraft) '58 
Leawood, Kan . .  March 29.  2019 
Jerry J.  Maxwell 58. Cape Canaveral. Fla. ,  
J a n .  2 5 ,  2019 
Russell D.  Eastin '58. Flora. I l l  . .  Nov. 3 ,  2018 
Richard A. Fearhe1ley '58, Decatur. I l l  , Jan.  
31 .  201 9 
Floyd Jenkins Bolt '58. Ramsey. I l l . ,  May 1 2 ,  
201 9 
Max G. Roberts '58. Chesterfie ld,  Mo. ,  July 
31, 201 8 
Sofia D. Kougeoures '58. Germantown, Wis 
Feb.  1 9 .  2019 
Linda Basham Zuber !Basham) '59. Wil low 
H i l l ,  I l l . ,  Jan 6. 2020 
Elnar Ruth Phibbs (Brauer) '59. Severna 
Park M d , April 2, 201 9 
Carol A Craig (Samford) 59. Chrisman, I l l  
D e c .  1 ,  201 8 
Richard D. Terrel l  '59. Newnan, Ga. ,  April 
22,  2019 
Larry C. Mettler '59. Godfrey. I l l  . .  Feb 1 5. 
2020 
David L.  Sebright 59. Altamont, I l l . .  Feb. 1 7. 
2020 
David T. Janes '59. Lerna. Ill . .  March 1 0 .  
2020 
David D.  Cutlip '59. Clinton Township.  Mich . 
March 2 1 .  201 9 
Harry K. Reich '59. April 1 6 .  2020 
1 960-1 969 
John A. Walstrom '60. '63. Charleston, I l l  
Feb. 22. 2020 
Eva G .  Carrell (Martin) '60, Dec. 23.  2019 
Mary Lou Strain (Rector) '60.  Urbandale, 
Iowa. March 25. 2020 
Theresa R. Bobzin (Scott) 60. Mascoutah, 
1 1 1 . ,  Aug. 25, 201 8 
Wi l l iam C. Oswalt '60, Manhattan Beach. 
Cal if  . .  July 14. 2019 
Richard R .  Sanders '60, Golden Eagle. I l l . ,  
Aug.  20. 2018 
James E.  Rolando 60. Carlinvil le I l l  . .  May 
1 2 ,  2019 
Mi lford F.  Brown '61 , Taylorvi l le. I l l . ,  Sept.  4 .  
201 9 
Larry A. Oseland '61 . Decatur, I l l  .. Oct 1 5  
201 9 
Charles T. McComas '61 .  '64. Charlotte. 
N .C . .  Feb. 3 ,  2019 
Sharon Rosalie Weis (Jennings) '61 ,  '69,  
Springfield, I l l . .  Nov. 22.  2019 
Joseph W.  Vits  '61 , '75.  Kankakee, I l l . ,  June 
21 , 2019 
Ronald K.  Bailey 62. 62, Madison.  Ala. ,  Aug. 
6, 2018 
Gary T Grissom '62, '71  Greenup.  I l l  . .  Nov 
29, 201 9 
Doris E. Pagel (Chenoweth) '62. Champaign. 
I l l  , Nov. 24, 2019 
Dons J. Lee (W1lhour) 62,  Casey, I l l  . .  Jan.  
4 2020 
Mike Finkle '62. Marco Island, Fla. ,  Feb 1 1  
2020 
Jayne Lee DeSherl1a 63, '67. Lakewood, 
Wash. Feb. 1 3 .  201 9 
Christine Patience (McColl) '63, Melrose. 
Fla . .  Oct. 29. 201 9 
Carole Ann Ingram IW1 l l 1ams) '63, Lenexa 
Kan., Nov. 30. 2019 
Paul J .  Main  '63 ,  Tarpon Springs, F la . ,  March 
1 1 ,  201 9 
Lloyd D. Eggers '63, Springfield, I l l , Dec. 
22. 2018 
Wil l iam P. Garver '63.  Champaign. I l l  . .  Feb. 
22, 2020 
Joseph K. Unek1s 63. Manhattan Kan . .  May 
26.  2019 
David Lawrence Dickerson '63. Holland, 
Mich . Jan. 1 0, 2020 
Loren D. Anderson '63.  Goshen. Ohio.  Aug. 
30, 2018 
Barbara R .  Leduc '64, Merritt Is land.  Fla. 
Aug. 20. 201 9 
Joel E. Hendricks '64, Clinton, I l l . ,  Oct. 29, 
2019 
Edward A Brennan '64, Banning ,  Calif . .  Jan.  
20, 2019 
Debora C Marlowe (Clafin) '64, '69, Genoa 
Ohio. Jan. 14, 2020 
George Steigelman '65, 66.  Crivitz. Wis .. 
Oct. 9 .  2019 
Charles A. Hand 65.  '71 .  Paris. I l l  . .  Oct  1 0, 
201 8 
Martha Ann Gielow (Bullock) '65. Huntley, I l l  . .  
A u g .  3 1 ,  2 0 1 9  
Susan M a n e  Ruland (Moses) ' 6 5 .  Heber 
Springs. Ark.,  Oct 23, 2018 
Wi l l iam E.  Erwin '65. La Mirada. Cal i f  . .  Oct. 
28, 2019 
Betty A. Hi l lard (Freeburg) '66. Saint  Louis 
Mo . .  Nov. 24, 2019 
Linnie J Strunk (Love) '66.  Fort Myers, F la . .  
Aug. 3 1 .  2019 
Margaret Hope Moseley (Petty) '66. Dec 
24, 2019 
Harold R .  Clem '66, Momence,  1 1 1 . ,  Dec.  26. 
2018 
David James Sauer '66.  Casey. I l l  Sept. 
27, 2019 
Wayne C. Berry '66 '72.  Pans .  I l l . ,  Nov. 1 0. 
2019 
Sandra J Taylor (Grubb) '66, '74,  Hernando. 
Miss . .  Jan.  27. 2020 
Charles N .  Greenwood '67. Rockledge, Fla .. 
Jan. 2 ,  2019 
Clara R .  Farney (Rowland) '67, '69. March 
09, 2020 
Charles F. Linderman '67. '71 Springfield. I l l . ,  
Feb. 3 ,  2020 
George E.  Tuttle 67. '73,  Waterloo, Ill . Oct. 
7. 201 9 
Nelda Jean Foster (Esmon) '67, Pana, I l l  . .  
April 6 ,  2019 
Linda K.  Behrends (Sizemore) '67,  Savoy. I l l  , 
July 3. 2018 
Carroll Lee Birdsong '67,  Creal Spr ings,  I l l . ,  
Aug. 25, 201 8 
Frank L. Edwards '67. Decatur. I l l  .. Nov. 30, 
201 9 
Ronald LaFond '67. Groveland, I l l . ,  Jan. 4 .  
2020 
Marion A. Royse '67, Maryvil le.  Tenn .. Oct 
8 .  2 0 1 9  
Richard T Wickert 6 7 .  Knoxville. Tenn . .  Apri l  
7, 2020 
Ann Louise Ruschmeyer (Anderson) '68.  
Loves Park, I l l . ,  Nov. 1 1 ,  2019 
Rita K Ford (Brunson) '68. Newburgh. I nd  . .  
Oct. 2 1 .  2019 
Barbara Abby Bevins '68 Alva, F la . .  Aug 
26, 2018 
David 0. Hinton '69.  Cl inton, I l l , May 14 
201 9 
Dorothy K. Glathar! 69. Arlington Heights, 
I l l  . .  J u ne 1 1 .  2019 
Nei l  H .  Chance '69. Romeovi l le.  I l l . ,  Feb 1 ,  
2020 
Gordon E.  Hippner '69. '71 . Clearwater. Fla. 
March 1 5. 2019 
Mary M .  Sur '69. '73 Effingham. I l l . ,  Sept. 
10, 2019 
Jerry D. Welch 69, '73. Nov. 5 ,  2018 
1 970-1 979 
Stanley B. Kramkowsk1 ' 1 970, '74. Swansea, 
I l l Jan 26. 2019 
Carol  G l u ba (Bach) '70. Cambridge, I l l  . .  July 
5, 2019 
Kay L Dunn (Crum) ' 7 0 .  Laredo, Texas. Aug. 
19. 201 9 
Linda K. Beske (H ulteen) '70, Minnesota 
Lake. Minn . . April 18. 201 9 
Mary Lou Brown (Marsh) 70. Edmond, 
Okl a , Aug. 9, 201 8 
Phyll is G. Wickert (McNamara) '70. Nov. 
2 1 ,  2019 
Norman 0 Gher '70. Olney, I l l  . .  July 1 9 .  2018 
James R .  Hebermehl '70,  Danvil le, I l l  . .  Jan.  
4 ,  2019 
Max R .  Anderson '70. Danville. I l l  . .  Aug. 1 7. 
201 9 
Glenn R. Miner '70. Batavia, Ill .. Jan.  8. 2020 
Joel D.  Hart 70, Springfield, Mo., Nov. 1 7, 
2 0 1 9  
Kenneth L. Greider ' 7 0 ,  March 7 .  2020 
Malcolm W. Wadland '70, '72 ,  Wheaton I l l . ,  
June 5 .  2019 
Imogene J .  Tilford !Homann) '70. '75.  
Mattoon, I l l , Nov.  30. 2019 
Dor is  A. Crabil l  (Mcintire) '71 .  '82. 
Charleston. I l l  . .  Nov. 2.  2019 
Barbara Yandell (Coarthey) '71 . Casey, I l l  . .  
April 21, 2020 
Curt H. Wehrmann '71 . Beecher. I l l . ,  Dec. 
22 .  2 0 1 8  
James A. Hendrix '71 Clinton. I l l  . .  M a y  2 5  
2019 
Byron J .  Stricker '71 , Tamaroa, I l l . ,  Nov. 2 5 ,  
201 9 
Donald L. Lindsey '71 Fieldon, I l l , Feb. 1 
2020 
David 0. Ambuehl '71 . Simpsonvil le, S.C .. 
March 9, 2019 
Al ice L.  Osborne (Bradbury) '72. Vi l la Grove 
Ill Nov. 1 1 .  2019 
Bi l l  R .  Heiser (Heiser) '72, Olney. I l l  . .  Sept. 
9 ,  2019 
Lowell D. Eagleson '72. Toledo. I l l . ,  Ju ly  1 2 .  
2018 
Gary P Kelsey '72.  Shelbyvil le. I l l  . .  Nov. 10.  
2019 
Paul  Honnold '72.  Kansas, I l l  . .  Nov. 20. 2019 
Louis L. Hansen '72, Noblesvil le. Ind . ,  July 
8 ,  2019 
James R .  Constable 7 2 ,  Tombal l .  Texas, 
Aug. 13. 2019 
Leroy V. Freeman 72, Bridgeport. I l l . ,  March 
15, 2019 
Harold S. Bell '72, '77, Arthur, I l l . ,  Jan.  29,  
2020 
Lora C .  Short (Leffler) '72 '80. Newton. I l l  
M a r c h 1 0. 2020 
Carolyn A. Marrs !Galbreath) '72. '96. O l ney, 
Ill Dec 9 ,  2 0 1 8  
Karen Aures (Merkle) 73, '76. Rockford, I l l  . .  
Dec. 1 ,  2018 
K. Page (Kidwel l )  73, Robinson.  I l l  . .  
J u l y  2 0 1 8  
Samuel A.  Carter 7 3 .  Homestead. F l a  . .  June 
26. 2 0 1 9  
D o n  H .  Grimes ' 7 3 .  Albion, I l l . M a y  6 .  2 0 1 9  
Jarold K Pol l um  '73.  Sull ivan. I l l . ,  June 1 4 ,  
20 1 9  
Carl D Cl ine '73, Arcola. I l l  . .  Sept. 1 0  2 0 1 9  
W1 l l 1a m  D.  Morgan ' 7 3 ,  Mattoon. I l l  . .  Feb. 
12. 2020 
Dennis K .  Keefer 73. Jan 1 0, 2020 
Genie 0. Lenihan (Osborn) '74. Charleston. 
I l l  . .  March 27. 2020 
Margaret A. Tingley (Berner) '74. Marshall I l l  . .  
Jan. 25.  2 0 1 9  
Kathleen L. Bloomstrand (Brown) '74. 
Hoffman Estates. I l l  . .  Feb 18. 201 9  
Mary Lou Schmitt (Wil lenborg) 74. 
Effi ngham. Ill .. Jan.  1 5. 2 0 1 9  
Harold G Markos '74 .  Litchfield I l l  . .  Feb. 
19. 2 0 1 9  
De nn is  A Hi l l  74, Forsyth. I l l . ,  Aug  26, 2 0 1 9  
Thelma Bo nd s '74. Decatur. I l l , Nov. 22.  
2019 
Frank E.  Edwards '74,  Springf ie ld,  I l l  Jan 
28. 2020 
Thomas V. Walker '74 Lou1sv1l le. Ky., Jan.  
26, 2 0 1 9  
Carolyn S .  Bruce 1Gargus) '74 Mayfie ld .  Ky . .  
J u n e  1 2 ,  2 0 1 9  
Ray R .  Heckel 74. Bradley, I l l . Oct. 8 ,  2 0 1 8  
Gayla R .  Clemons (Manuel) 7 5 .  Winona, 
Minn . .  Feb. 3 .  2019 
George R Campbell 75. Centralia, I l l . .  Jan 
1 2 ,  2 0 1 9  
Ro na l d  C Conner 75, Cl inton. I l l  . .  June 25.  
2019 
Col leen Kolter '75.  Lawrencevil le.  I l l  . July 
30. 2 0 1 9  
Gary L.  H i l l  '7 5  Effingham. I l l  . .  Sept. 1 3 .  2 0 1 9  
Cl1arles T .  Guthridge '75.  Hindsboro. I l l . ,  Feb 
3 ,  2020 
Stephen E Race '76, '83. Dundas. I l l  Sept 
5. 2018 
Annel la M Baumann 
Greenvil le. I l l  . .  Sept. 
'76 
Joyce H Atchison !Howard) 76. Rossvil le, 
I l l  July 16. 2019 
Mary J .  Eyman (Smith) 76, Saint Elmo. I l l  . .  
Feb. 1 0. 2020 
Carol A .  McCormack (Woods) '76. Lake 
Ozark, Mo Oct 3 1 .  201 9 
Bi l l  E.  Waggoner '76. Lawrencevi l le ,  I l l  . Dec. 
1 1 .  2 0 1 8  
Wi l la  M .  Ashby 76 .  Charleston. I l l  . .  March 
1 8 . 2020 
Mark Walter Swabsky '76. Ogden. Utah 
Nov. 15 2019 
'77.  Danvil le. I l l  . .  
Al ison Lee Laurent (Weessl '77. Fort Myers, 
Fla Nov. 16. 2019 
Thomas Alvin White 77.  Palm Bay. Fla , 
Sept. 2.  201 8 
Shei la J.  Carey (Bre1ter1 '78. Napervil le. 1 1 1  . .  
Nov. 1 1 .  2019 
Kathryn Mane Tate (Hal l i  78 Troy. 1 1 1  . .  Jan.  
28. 2019 
Forrest W. Howell '78. Lake Worth. Fla . .  Nov 
9. 2018 
Russell E .  Vaughn '78,  Charleston. I l l . ,  March 
9 2020 
Jeffrey T. Lahners 78 High land Ind . April 
6 ,  2020 
Dolly J. McFarland (Perrine) '78. Charleston, 
I l l . Nov. 28. 2019 
Bruce Robert Daniel  '78 .  '79,  Carrollton, Ga . .  
Nov 2 3 .  2 0 1 9  
Mary Lynn Borchardt (Rafoth) '79 
Thomasboro. I l l . .  Oct 1 8 ,  201 9 
Sherry L. W1 l l 1s  (Mandrel l )  '79. Mount Vernon. 
I l l . Feb 9, 2020 
Daniel A Aders '79. Saint Joseph. I l l  . .  May 
22,  2019 
Craig A L1ndvahl '79.  Effi ngham. I l l  . Jan 
2,  2020 
1 980-1989 
Monica J.  Sunderman 80. 81.  West 
Hartford, Conn .. Ju ly  1 9 .  2018 
Cheryl Ann Cunningham 80. '82, Vincennes 
Ind. June 26. 201 9 
Mohammed Amin Dada '80. 83 Springfield. 
I l l , April 7. 2019 
Pamela L. McConnell (Emmerl ing) '80, 
Taylorvi l le. I l l  . .  Nov 7. 201 9  
Joyce Ann Deany '80, Watseka. I l l  . .  March 
14. 2019 
Leonard R Jann '80, Springfield, I l l  . .  Oct. 
6 .  2019 
Jackie Lee Cooper '80, Chesterfie l d ,  Mo. 
Nov. 14 ,  201 9 
Vincent S. LeRette '80. Waunakee. Wis Jan. 
27. 2019 
Eva Mane Enis (Beaselyl '81 . Cerro Gordo 
Il l , March 23. 2020 
Laura A. Fraembs '81 Lynn Center. I l l .  
March 25. 2020 
Gail Ann Hagen '81 Dallas. N.C Nov 1 5 ,  
201 8 
Donella K.  McDaniel (Costello) '83. '84. 
Charleston. I l l . July 1 3 .  2 0 1 8  
Chr is  S. Long '83.  93.  Sigel .  I l l  . .  June 1 1  
2019 
Olav H .  Christensen '83.  Danville. I l l  . .  March 
1 1 ,  2019 
John C. Carter '83. Mattoon Il l  Jan.  6 .  2020 
Jul ie El len Beals '83. Eugene. Ore .. Jan.  28. 
2019 
Wendy Sue Grohler '83 McAl len,  Texas, 
Sept 1 3 ,  2019 
Art Hall  '84. Mattoon. I l l . ,  Nov. 27.  2 0 1 9  
Kelvin C. Glascoe '84.  Hyattsville. M d . July 
20. 2018 
Rhonda F Garfoot 84.  Stoughton. Wis . .  Dec 
30. 2 0 1 8  
Michelle L Zath (Kozlevcar) ' 8 5 ,  Washington. 
I l l . Dec. 8 .  201 9 
Michelle L.  Mitchel l -Foust (Mitchel l)  '85. 
Brookings Ore., Feb. 23.  2020 
Jon S. Goudreau 86. Stockton. Calif April 
9 .  2019 
Keith Andre Chadwick 86, Western Springs. 
I l l . ,  March 2,  201 9 
Nancy J. Wagner '86.  Bothell .  Wash . Jan 
16, 2020 
Jane1ce G All ison (Grafton) 86. Charleston 
I l l  .. Sept. 23. 201 8 
Kathy Ann Hanneken (Balding) '87. '70 
Buncombe. I l l Dec 1 1 .  2019 
Betty L Sudduth 87.  '95.  Pans.  I l l .  June 
1 4 ,  2019 
Kimberly D.  McCann !Clayton) '87 
M urfreesboro. Tenn . Jan.  1. 2020 
Tame D Marshall 1Dav1s1 87. Bal lwin. Mo . .  
J u l y  3 .  2019 
James Lowell East ·37 Charleston. 1 1 1  . .  Aug. 
20. 2019 
Judith A. Pil lsbury (Stearns) '88.  March 1 9  
2020 
Karen M. Kaczmarek (Conley) '88. New 
Lenox. Ill .. Oct. 24. 2018 
Timothy Scott Krahenbuhl 88. West 
Chicago. Ill Apri l  1 2020 
Georgia Faye McKee (Koester) 88. '94. 
Petaluma. Calif . .  Ju ly  8. 2019 
M a r l a  Lynn Br a un (Walters) '89. Yorkvil le I l l  
De c .  20, 2018 
Sharon Ela ine Flaherty (Eaton) '89. 92.  
Charleston. 1 1 1  . .  Dec. 14 .  2019 
Robin L. Horn (Weber) '89 '94. Charleston. 
I l l  . .  Nov 1, 2 0 1 9  
1 990-1 999 
Kelly James Davidson '90, Belvidere. Ill . .  Oct 
05, 2 0 1 8  
R a l p h  C.  Cox ' 9 0 ,  Ludlow, I l l  . .  M a y  25 2 0 1 9  
Thomas Stephen Dequimpaul · g o  '92. 
Danvil le. I l l  Dec. 1 0 .  2018 
Anna R .  Keneipp (O'Brien) '90. ·95 
Lawrencevi l le .  I l l .  Jan.  1 8 .  2019 
Michael D.  Feldman '90. 200 1 ,  West Salem. 
I l l  . .  May 29. 2019 
Michael A Blagg ' 9 1 .  '96, Lisle. I l l  . .  Feb 7 
2020 
Andrew Gerard Dolan ' 9 1 .  Gurnee. I l l . ,  May 
1 6 ,  2 0 1 9  
Hazel L. Offner '91 . Urbana. I l l  . .  Oct .  1 ,  2019 
Gregory T.  E e l l s  '91 . Ithaca. N Y  . .  Sept. 9. 
2 0 1 9  
Gary E Ha nb y 9 1 .  New Carlisle. Ohio,  A ug.  
1 1 ,  2018 
Chad Shane Walton '92. Yorkvi l le. I l l  . .  March 
6 .  2 0 1 9  
Richard H .  Ho l t  '9 3 ,  Charleston. I l l  . .  Nov. 
19. 2 0 1 9  
Roberta Ja ne  Bruner 1 H o lmJ  93. ·95, Willow 
Hil l .  I l l , Feb 20. 2019 
W1 l l 1am Heuerman '93. Rock Is land.  I l l . ,  July 
8, 2018 
Danie l  l_ee Lawrence '93. Rantoul. I l l . March 
1. 2019 
Vineta L.  Springer (Brock) '95. Charleston 
Ill . .  July 22. 2018 
Candace Lee Cotton (Fear) 95. Huntley I l l  
Sept. 7. 2 0 1 8  
S Cunningham !Walston) · 95 
I l l  . .  Aug 29. 2019 
Jason C Frank 96. Mahomet. I l l  Nov 4 
2019 
Earnest Durrell 96.  Chicago, I l l . ,  Feb.  1 
2020 
Samh J .  Urbanowsk1 '96. Chicago. Ill March 
28. 2020 
Toni L Bowdre (Coffey) 97. Bement. 1 1 1 . ,  
Sept 24. 2 0 1 9  
Sue  E l l e n  Dwyer (Decker) 97. Brownton. 
Minn . .  May 16. 201 9 
Kimberly A. Hopper (Boyd) '98. Raymond 
Ill Nov. 1 1 .  2019 
Libby Dawn Lycan (Evans) '98. Jo l iet .  I l l  . 
Apri l  24, 201 9 
Kenneth R. Boster '98 Auburn. I l l . J u ly 20 
2019 
Ann Ca1ka-Schm1t (Ca1ka) '99. Oak 
April 1 .  201 9 
Lola M. Sommers 1Needham1 '99. Centralia 
I l l . May 14. 201 9 
2000-2009 
Mary Helen Garman 1McG1nness) 00. 
Covington. I nd  May 24 201 9 
Kim Lewis Heatherly ·o I .  03. Crawfordsvil le. 
Ind . .  April 17.  2019 
T1mot11y Lee Noble 01. V1 i la G rove. I l l  . .  Nov 
19. 2018 
Barbara E Gi l logly (Bales) 02 Cliamriaign 
I l l . Jan 4 2019 
Sherrie L Wade 02. Noble. I l l  Nov. 1 9  
2 0 1 9  
Ross Edwarci Babington 03. Johnston City, 
I l l .  Nov. 23. 2018 
Tamara Sue Rushton '03. Decatur. I l l  . .  Dec 
7, 2018 
Jeffrey D Muzzy '03. Mattoon. I l l . .  Feb. 8 
2020 
Kurt N. Raith '04. Paonia. Colo Oct 7. 201 9 
Shelia Joyce Crowe '05 Arthur. I l l . May 1 9 ,  
2019 
Katherine Moore '05. Jacksonville. N.C 
Sept. 7 .  2019 
Tonya Dorrene Durdel '05.  Jan.  02. 2020 
Grover Cleveland Croft '06. Chicago, I l l  
Oct. 25. 2019 
Andrew J Coyle '07, Denver, Colo Feb.  6 ,  
2020 
Louis A. Kerr '07 Manon. I l l . .  Aug. 14 2018 
Starr Campbell ' 07 Chicago, I l l , March 2 
2020 
Gustavo David Albear '07. Tampa, Fla , Oct 
4. 2019 
Douglas A. Jus1ch '09,  Napervi l le I l l  
J u ly 1 1 .  2019 
Drew V1rg 1 I  Mal l icoat '09,  Jacksonville. I l l .  
March 1 8 .  2019 
2010-2019 
Solomon E.  G1th1n11 1 0. Farina I l l  July 4 
2018 
Hans Monroy 10 .  Burbank.  I l l . Oct .  24,  2019 
Ceci l  George Rhodes 1 2 ,  Pensacola Fla . .  
J u n e  1 9 .  2019 
Brad Lee Pence 1 2, Rantoul  I l l .  Oct 23 
2019 
John R .  Adams · 1 2 .  Greenup.  I l l . July 15 
201 9 
Joseph W1 l l 1am Sausen 1 3 .  Roselle. I l l  .. Oct 
1 5 ,  201 9 
Edward Anthony H i l lman ' 1 4 .  Armstrong I l l  
Nov. 25 2018 
Kevin D Strain 15 .  Sumter. S C  Apnl 26. 
201 9 
Heather Lynn Began ' 1 7. Avondale Anz 
Oct 5 .  2019 
Wanda V.  Coltey. Ash111me. I l l  . .  Nov. 1 1  2019 
Retiree 
Dan Kl 1 1 1ge11berg. Charleston, I l l . Nov 1 7. 
2019 
Retired 01Ceclor of Textbook Rentn! 
Kenneth E Had�11ger. Charleston. Ill .. Dec. 
1 201 9 
Ret1Ced Professor 
Wilburn Wayne Hutson. Charleston. I l l  .. Dec 
9, 2019 
Retired Director of Oupl!cat1r1g Services 
Ellen A. Keiter. Charlestm1. I l l  .. Dec. 1 0. 2019 
Retired Professor Ementus 
Floyd B. Hoedebecke Sigel .  I l l  .. Feb. 2. 2020 
Past Employee 
Jerry W McRoberts. Charleston. I l l  .. April 
22. 2020 
Retired Art Professor 
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